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Recycled Orchestra
Junk Instrument Making Project

Name of the Teacher: Amrutha Anand
Name of the Project: Junk Instrument Making- Recycled Orchestra
Inspiration: The Documentary- Landfill Harmonic
Medium used: Recycled Material
Student grade: 8th, 9th & 10th
Duration: 6 Weeks
Planned for: Students with learning difficulties and special needs.

Project brief: This module was created to integrate art and music. Inspired
by the documentary “Landfill Harmonic”, a story of an orchestra consisting of
children who use instruments made by recycling junk materials collected
from a trash landfill in Paraguay.

After a viewing of the documentary, the students were allowed to experience
it on instruments we created from junk. This helped them explore and
understand the sounds created by different textures of instruments and the
principle of sound generation. They explored Wind, String, Percussion and
Toned percussion instruments. They then went on a scavenger hunt around
the school to collect junk materials (based on the principles of sound they
had learned) that could be recycled to make the instruments. The collected
materials were then segregated and used to create various instruments
including drums, pan flute, bagpipes, bass guitars, strings, shakers,
tambourines, rainstick, bat phones, pipe drums and hand drums after much
preparation and experimentation.

These instruments were displayed at the Annual Meraki Exhibition, where an
organic process of engaging with the instruments as a group, culminated in
an impromptu musical performance. The students practiced with these
instruments further and presented their music in 14 shows. The project
came to a close with the group personalising their instruments by painting
them in their choice of colour. They also spent time creating rhythms which
they proceeded to record with the finished junk instruments.
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